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1st January 2024 
Viksit Bharat @2047: Poster Making 
Competition 
55 
5 
Online: Google Meet 
https://meet.google.com/vdg-qqzv
Viksit Bharat @2047 call to prioritize not only 
academic excellence but also the cultivation of 
diverse core skills reflects a forward
approach to nation-building. 
Express your boldest vision for a developed India 
through your creativity. Whether it's a soaring high
tech metropolis, a bustling community powered by 
sustainable energy, or a harmonious society 
celebrating its rich diversity, let your imagination 
take flight! 
Viksit Bharat @2047 is more than just a competition; 
it's a launchpad for your creative evolution. So, 
unleash your inner artist, let your imagination take 
flight, and reap the bountiful rewards 
boundaries of your creativity. The future is a canvas 
waiting to be painted, and you hold the brush in 
your hand. 
Dr Saubhagyalaxmi Singh 
Dr Rahul Boadh 
Mrs Nidhi Jain 
Attached Below 
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call to prioritize not only 

academic excellence but also the cultivation of 
diverse core skills reflects a forward-thinking 

Express your boldest vision for a developed India 
through your creativity. Whether it's a soaring high-
tech metropolis, a bustling community powered by 
sustainable energy, or a harmonious society 

rich diversity, let your imagination 

Viksit Bharat @2047 is more than just a competition; 
it's a launchpad for your creative evolution. So, 
unleash your inner artist, let your imagination take 
flight, and reap the bountiful rewards of pushing the 
boundaries of your creativity. The future is a canvas 
waiting to be painted, and you hold the brush in 



Overall Report of 
Date: 1st January 2024  

Time: 3 PM – 4 PM 

The excitement crackled in the digital air as students across screens joined the Google Meet, eager to dive into 
the online art competition. The theme, unveiled like a cryptic riddle, sparked imaginations 
flew across keyboards, conjuring vibrant digital worlds, while others wielded pens and brushes, their strokes 
transforming canvases into tangible expressions.

For 45 minutes, the room hummed with focused energy. Silence reigned, punct
paper and the click of a mouse. Then, the virtual doors swung open, welcoming guest artists, each a seasoned 
mentor ready to share their wisdom. Their critiques, delivered with gentle precision, nudged budding talents 
like sculptors chiseling raw stone, shaping ideas into refined artistic statements.

One by one, students stepped into the spotlight, their artwork projected onto the shared canvas. Nerves 
mingled with pride as they unveiled their creations, stories woven into 
tugged at lips as fingers traced the intricate veins of a digitally painted leaf, while another student, voice 
trembling with passion, described the swirling emotions trapped within their abstract masterpiece.

 

The teacher, a maestro of encouragement, applauded each effort. Every piece, from the meticulously detailed 
portrait to the childlike scrawl bursting with vibrant colors, received its due praise. Constructive feedback, 
offered like whispers through the virtual
and mutual respect. 

The anticipation hung heavy in the air as the results neared. Finally, the names were called, eliciting cheers 
and bittersweet sighs. But the true essence of the comp
itself, the daring act of translating personal visions into tangible forms, the push beyond creative boundaries, 
the emergence of each student as an artist, forever marked by the transformative power of 
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mingled with pride as they unveiled their creations, stories woven into brushstrokes and pixels. A shy smile 
tugged at lips as fingers traced the intricate veins of a digitally painted leaf, while another student, voice 
trembling with passion, described the swirling emotions trapped within their abstract masterpiece.
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The anticipation hung heavy in the air as the results neared. Finally, the names were called, eliciting cheers 
and bittersweet sighs. But the true essence of the competition lay beyond the podium. It was in the journey 
itself, the daring act of translating personal visions into tangible forms, the push beyond creative boundaries, 
the emergence of each student as an artist, forever marked by the transformative power of 
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This online competition wasn't just a contest; it was a crucible, forging friendships through shared passion, 
igniting sparks of inspiration that would continue to flicker long after the final pixel faded. It was a testament 
to the boundless human spirit, a celebration of the universal language of art, and a reminder that even in the 
digital realm, creativity blooms in a thousand vibrant shades.
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Full Name 
(CAPITAL) email ID Phone No. 

College 
Roll No. Gender Year Course 

MANAS 
KANDWAL 

kandwalmanas@gmail.
com 8287031575 222416 Male 

2nd 
Year 

Bsc Physical 
Science 
(Elec) 

MADHAV 
AGARWAL  

madhavagarwal8399@
gmail.com 8979574457 223618 Male 

2nd 
Year Bcom Prog. 

Chetan 
Sharma 

chetanmp1992@gmail.
com 8375904319 222433 Male 

2nd 
Year 

Bsc Physical 
Science 
(Elec) 

TANISHQ 
SEHGAL 

tanishqsehgal1@gmail.
com 9910550418 223383 Male 

2nd 
Year 

Bcom 
(Hons) 

Utkars 
utkarsh9868485740@g
mail.com 9599609244 222809 Male 

2nd 
Year 

Bsc. Maths 
Hons 

HARSH 
vansh.kumar999681@g
mail.com 9310140386 222852 Male 

2nd 
Year 

Bsc. Maths 
Hons 

SNEHA 
gautamsneha001@gma
il.com 9068949601 223187 Female 

2nd 
Year 

Bcom 
(Hons) 

DEEPANSHI 
jangradeepanshi78@g
mail.com 7206523792 233153 Female 

1st 
Year 

Bcom 
(Hons) 

LIZA L88451liza@gmail.com 8010076300 233295 Female 
2nd 
Year 

Bcom 
(Hons) 

RAGHAV 
KHURANA 

Raghavkhurana2727@
gmail.com 9649593695 223647 Male 

2nd 
Year Bcom Prog. 

Jarul Gupta  guptajarul@gmail.com 8459363541 223387 Female 
2nd 
Year 

Bcom 
(Hons) 

AKANSHA 
GUPTA  

Akanshagupt3719@gm
ail.com  9599178982 223386 Female 

2nd 
Year 

Bcom 
(Hons) 

 


